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Abstrat. Current Online Dispute Resolution tools fous mainly on the
support of the onit resolution proess. As a onsequene, important
issues that are onsidered in traditional approahes, suh as party's be-
haviours and ontext information, are left aside. This omission has an
inuene on the ourse of ation and, onsequently, on the outome, as
parties must take deisions without onsidering all the possible informa-
tion. In order to takle this hallenge we aim to develop mehanisms that
operate in a virtual environment for dispute resolution to ollet ontext
information and better pereive the state of the parties. The main ob-
jetive is to empower the urrent tehnology-based onit resolution
platforms with a ontext layer. Partiularly, in this work, we detail our
approah on the analysis and interpretation of the user behaviour during
a negotiated proess, fousing on the onit handling style and the level
of stress. The main aim of the study is to assess the inuene of stress
on the behaviour of the parties and on the outome of the negotiated
proess.
Keywords: Online Dispute Resolution, Human-Computer Interation,
Behavioural Analysis, Negotiation
1 Introdution
Unresolved or unmanaged onits often represent the largest reduible ost in
an organization. Despite the extensive literature in soial and organizational
sienes that addresses onits, remarkable advanes in omputer sienes are
sare. Thus being, the urrent trend in Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) on-
tinues to fous mainly on the development of tools that an support the genera-
tion and exhange of proposals, doument management and plain ommuniation
[4℄. As a result, the atual ODR systems leave aside important issues that are
present in traditional fae-to-fae dispute resolution proesses, namely ontext
information suh as body language or behaviour [1℄. Suh issues have a pre-
ponderant role in human behaviour and ommuniation [7℄. As a onsequene,
the omission of this ontext information an inuene the ourse of ation and,
onsequently, the outome in a onit resolution senario.
The use of Artiial Intelligene and, more partiularly, Ambient Intelligene
tehniques an help suppress this gap [2℄. This work aims to develop mehanisms
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that operate in a ODR-oriented virtual environment to ollet ontext informa-
tion and pereive the behavioural patterns of the users [5℄. The approah followed
onsists in extending a simple and plain ommuniation hannel (e.g. instant
messaging, e-mail, forums or even video-onferening) with a ontext layer that
an give meaning to what is said. This layer is pervasive and transparent. This
is important sine the onsiousness of the monitoring may hange the observed
behaviour.
In the partiular ontext of tehnology-supported onit resolution, the abil-
ity to haraterize a party's situation may be extremely relevant. A mediator
may use suh information to improve the odds of ahieving suessful outomes
by planning the right strategy, pereiving how eah issue aets eah party or
deteting when it is time to take a break before emotions esalate. Similar ativ-
ities are performed by human mediators in fae-to-fae settings. However, this
is diult to undertake in urrent ODR tools.
The proposed framework will provide valuable ontent to support the dei-
sion making proess, overoming some of the ruial needs of onit resolution
and management methods. One of the objetives is to abolish the use of the ur-
rent self-reporting instruments and replae them with automated ones. Moreover
these instruments must emphasize on pereiving the partiipants' behaviour in
real time. This framework will monitor the onit resolution proess, traking
its dynamis and providing the deision maker with relevant information for tak-
ing well grounded deisions. It is integrated in the UMCourt onit resolution
platform, extending its servies with a ontext layer.
2 A Conit Resolution Environment to Support
Deision Making with Context Information
The proposed framework builds on teleommuniation tehnologies and on the
UMCourt onit resolution platform that provides a range of servies previously
developed suh as a virtual negotiation environment, generation of ideas/solutions
or information retrieval [1012℄.
UMCourt was developed taking into onsideration the possible integration
with other modules and expansions. It also provides a set of servies that external
appliations may request to make use of the implemented funtionalities. More-
over, to support interoperable mahine-to-mahine interation over a network a
set of Web servies using SOAP (Simple Objet Aess Protool) protool to
the strutured information exhange was implemented. Other omponents (like
the Conit Environment) interat with the Web servie using SOAP messages,
onveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in onjuntion with other Web-
related standards.
In pratial terms, a tehnologial framework was developed to support the
deision-making of the onit manager by failitating aess to information
suh as the onit handling style of the parties or their levels of stress [3℄. The
development of suh a framework results in a set of servies or funtionalities that
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support the work of the onit manager, releasing him for more omplex issues
suh as the improvement of interpersonal ommuniation and relationships.
The resulting environment thus enompasses several funtionalities:
 Negotiation-oriented servies - it was developed a set of supporting servies
for the negotiation proess, fousing on workows, for the ommuniation
between the parties and for olleting and providing of information for the
manager.
 Non-invasive estimation of stress  the main objetive was to inorporate
non-invasive methods for estimating the level of stress of the partiipants
[13℄, whih is of utmost importane in onit resolution and an even be
orrelated with the onit resolution style [14℄ and the level of esalation
of the onit. The eets of stress were suessfully measured by analysing
the interation patterns of users with handheld devies, onsidering features
suh as touh intensity, aeleration of gestures, amount of movement or
touh duration.
 Automati estimation of personal onit resolution styles  estimation of
the onit resolution style without the use of questionnaires [15℄ by using a
generi model, with a theoretial bakground, using data from the workows
of the negotiation proess in the ontext of onits.
Throughout the onit resolution proess, the main objetive of the envi-
ronment is to aquire data about the user that an be used to infer knowledge
to haraterize their behaviour. The variety of user types and the multitude
of potential objetives of eah partiular environment demands an exhaustive
analysis of all omponents to be inluded. Therefore, an intelligent environment
with dierent sensors and devies was built, in order to provide several soures
of information about the user's ontext and state (Figure 1). These devies are
depited in Table 1 and aquire dierent kinds of information from the user in
a non-intrusive way onerning the way the user uses the interfaes or even the
way the user moves.
While the user onsientiously interats with the system and takes his/her
deisions and ations, a parallel and transparent proess takes plae in whih
ontextual and behavioural information is sent in a synhronized way to the
onit resolution platform. The platform, upon onverting the sensory infor-
mation into useful knowledge, allows for a ontextualized analysis of the user's
behaviour. This ontextualized analysis may be performed by the platform itself
(e.g. for performing deision-support related tasks suh as lassiation of the
urrent onit handling style) or by the mediator. When the parties reeive
feedbak from the platform (e.g. a new proposal), it may also inlude some kind
of feedbak from their state (e.g. an avatar depiting the level of stress/esalation
of the other partiipants). This will allow every partiipant to take better framed
deisions.
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Devie Brief Desription Main features
HP Touhsmart All-in-one PC touhsreen, web am, large sreen
Samsung Galaxy Tab Tablet PC touhsreen, web am, aelerome-
ter, relatively large sreen, mobile,
Android OS
HTC PDAs Smartphones touhsreen, amera, aelerome-
ter, mobile, Android OS
Table 1. Brief desription of the funtionalities of the devies that onstitute the
environment.
Fig. 1. The devies that make up the environment.
2.1 Feature Extration
Extration of representative features from the sensor data provided by the de-
sribed devies is paramount for the onstrution of the high-level information
model. The studied features are extrated from multiple sensor observations,
and ombined into a single onatenated feature vetor whih generates or trig-
gers system ations based on template methods. The features studied an be
organized as follows.
Context Features The ontext of the user, in all its dierent dimensions (e.g.
soio-eonomial, geographial, historial, personal), onstitutes signiant in-
formation that an allow the remaining partiipants to orretly interpret his
deisions and ations. Context features will thus haraterize the ativity of
eah party within the onit resolution platform. Some of these features an
be studied through questionnaires or by proling tehniques while others an be
studied in a non-intrusive way, by analysing the nature of the ations performed.
As an example, the number and utility of the proposals generated by a given
party, duly framed in the onit's speiities, may allow to infer the objetives
of the party (e.g. maximization of personal gain).
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Physial Features These features desribe the behaviour of the partiipant's
bodies and an be o-related with aspets suh as the level of stress, esalation or
exitement. Partiularly, we are interested in studying how a user moves within
its environment, how fast, and in whih ways. In order to aquire information
for these features we are using image proessing tehniques that analyse video
feeds from the user's environment. Partiularly, we fous on the estimation of
the amount of movement over time, whih we have previously determined to be
related to the level of stress [16℄. The image proessing stak uses the priniples
established by [17℄ and image dierentiation tehniques to alulate the amount
of movement of a user between two onseutive frames [18℄.
Behavioural Features Our behaviour inuenes many aspets of our daily in-
terations with our surroundings. In this work we are fousing on three partiular
features that an be studied in a non-intrusive way.
 touh patterns - the touh pattern represents the way in whih a user touhes
a given devie. In a few words it desribes a variation of intensity over a pe-
riod of time. Eah user has a partiular touh pattern, with a spei inten-
sity urve, that an be studied by tting a quadrati urve. This information
is aquired from touh sreens with support for touh intensity.
 touh intensity - the intensity of the touh represents the amount of fore
that the user is putting into the touh in a given moment. It is analysed in
terms of the maximum, minimum and mean intensity of eah touh event.
This information is aquired from touh sreens.
 agitation level - the level of agitation of the user is given in terms of the nature
of their movements. This information is extrated from the video feeds as well
as from aelerometers plaed on handheld objets. Partiularly interesting
are the aelerometers of Android platforms, whih are easily aessible.
Performane features The performane features relate to the auray and
eay with whih a user performs given tasks. Two features are studied in
detail in our approah:
 touh auray - a measure of touhes or liks in ative ontrols versus
touhes in passive areas (e.g. without ontrols, empty areas) in whih there
is no sense in touhing. This feature is stritly related to aspets suh as
stress or fatigue [16℄. This information is aquired from the several devies
on the environment with whih the user may interat.
 response - this feature represents the time span between the beginning and
the end of the user's responses to the proess interations. This data is
aquired from the dierent devies with whih the user an interat.
3 Inferene Proess
To integrate the multimodal features studied in this work, a deision level in-
tegration strategy was used. The deision level fusion methods used inlude
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weighted deision methods and mahine learning tehniques. This setion de-
sribes the data level integration of the ontextual and behavioural features
aquired from the available devies in the environment. We fous on the genera-
tion of knowledge desribing two high level onepts: personal onit handling
styles and stress.
The lassiation of the personal onit handling style of an individual is
traditionally performed in psyhology through the use of questionnaires [9℄. This
method, although well studied and established, has as main disadvantages the
fat that it is stati (does not adapt to hanges in the individual's state), that
it is easy to lie in a questionnaire and that it is not straightforward to develop
questionnaires that an aurately haraterize the intended reality. One of the
main advantages of the approah implemented is that it does not use these self-
reporting instruments. It rather relies on the analysis of the proposals exhanged
in terms of their utility framed in the ontext of eah ase. Five onit handling
styles are onsidered in this work, as dened by [6℄.
Boundary utility values (e.g. BATNA, WATNA) [8℄ are determined using
pre-determined information spei for eah ase. The personal handling on-
it style is lassied using data extrated from the proposals' workow by de-
termining how lose the utility of the proposals are to boundary or entral values
(Figure 2). As an example, a party that keeps making proposals with an utility
near his BATNA is learly showing a ompetitive behaviour. By determining the
personal onit style of eah party in eah round, it is possible to analyse its
evolution throughout the onit resolution proess. The whole proess of ex-
trating information about the onit handling style from onseutive proposals
is desribed in detail in [15℄.
When the onit resolution system has a temporal representation of the
evolution of the onit styles, it may implement dynami onit resolution
methods that adapt strategies in real time.
Conerning the lassiation of the level of stress, the main objetive is to ap-
ply mahine-learning algorithms that an lassify data from some of the features
studied that are related to stress. Two standard and well known mahine learn-
ing tools were used: a deision tree onstrutor and a support vetor mahine. As
the deision tree onstrutor it was used the J48 algorithm - the java implemen-
tation of the C4.5 [19℄. As support vetor mahine, the SMO funtion was used,
whih implements John Platt's sequential minimal optimization algorithm for
training a support vetor lassier [20℄. Some experiments were performed using
the Weka workbenh (Weka 3.6.3) [21℄. The experiments performed allowed to
determine how inreased levels of stress aet given aspets of the features stud-
ied. The models built thus allow to assess, in real time, the stress of the users
taking as input the features desribed in setion 2.1. The experiment in whih
the data used to build the stress model was olleted and studied is desribed
in detail in [16℄.
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Fig. 2. The spae that denes the personal onit style in terms of the distane to
spei points of the zone of possible agreement.
4 Analysing Behavioural Patterns in Real-time in a
Negotiation
In order to ahieve the results doumented in this paper a test environment
was set up in the Intelligent Systems Lab of the University of Minho
1
. In this
environment, the users are isolated from external stimuli and play a negotiation
game that implies the interation with the devies. The olletion of the data was
organized into two phases. In a rst phase, test subjets were required to perform
these tasks in a stress-free environment. In a seond phase, the users performed
the same tasks subjet to stressors suh as the vibration of the devies, loud and
annoying sounds, unexpeted behaviours of the devies, among others.
4.1 The Negotiation Game
The negotiation game simulates a business situation in whih eah party must
ahieve a desired outome in the negotiation or go bankrupt. The optimal result
is a win/win situation for both parties. The game starts with the appliation
randomly giving one of the predetermined roles to eah party. The instrutions
to win the game were to negotiate a suessful deal and make sure that the
party in question didn't go bankrupt. Eah party's instrutions were learly
presented, visible to them through the appliation interfaes. The objetives
and the persona for eah party are given:
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 Role A - party A is a light bulb manufaturer who speializes in spei
types of light bulbs. He is however not the only supplier of this light bulb.
In order to stay in business, he needs to sell 6,000 light bulbs at 1 euro or
more per light bulb. If he does not ahieve this, he goes bankrupt. Party A
is also given the information that Party B also needs to make this deal.
 Role B - party B is a retailer of light bulbs. He reently signed a ontrat to
supply a hotel hain 6,000 of these spei light bulbs. The hotel is prepared
to pay 2 euros per light bulb. If Party B does not manage to negotiate with
Party A to buy the light bulbs at 1,20 or less, he will go bankrupt. Party B
is told that party A is in a nanial trouble and needs to make the deal to
survive.
The game is to last at most ten rounds (in the training phase) or ve minutes
(in the stressful phase). If a suessful outome is not ahieved in this time, both
parties go bankrupt. The ZOPA (Zone of Potential Agreement) [22℄ is bounded
by the BATNA (1 euro) and the WATNA (1,20 euro). The range of possible
agreement is 0.20, but the parties are not aware of this detail.
4.2 Statistial Data Analysis
While the parties play this game, data about their behaviour is olleted in order
to be analysed. To determine to whih extent eah feature that was onsidered is
or is not inuened by stress for eah user, data from both phases is ompared.
Provided that most of the distributions are not normal, the Mann-Whitney test
is used to perform the analysis. This test is a nonparametri statistial hypothesis
test for assessing whether one of two samples of independent observations tends
to have larger values than the other.
The null hypothesis is thus: H0 = The medians of the two distributions are
equal. For eah two distributions ompared, the test returns a p-value, with a
small p-value suggesting that it is unlikely that H0 is true. For eah parameter,
data from both phases is ompared. In all the tests, a value of α = 0.05 is used.
Thus, for every Mann-Whitney test whose p − value < α, the dierene is
onsidered to be statistially signiant, i.e., H0 is rejeted. A signiant dier-
ene between data from the two phases means that the parameter is eetively
inuened by stress for this spei user. Table 2 desribes the dataset used in
this experiment.
5 Experiment Results
In this setion we make an analysis of the eet of stressors on the onit
handling style of the parties. In order to do it we ompared the data of the two
phases of the game (without and with stressors) for the same pairs of players in
searh for statistially signiant dierenes due to the ation of the stressors.
The main aim of the study is to assess the inuene of stress on the behaviour
of the parties and on the outome of the negotiated proess. This experiment
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Data Brief Desription Size of Dataset
Aeleration Data onerning the aeleration
felt on the handheld devie while
playing the game
33366
Movement A dataset ontaining information
about the amount of movement
during the tests
9137
Touhes This dataset ontains information
about the touhes
590
Proposals Data onerning the proposals
made by the parties in all rounds
60
Table 2. Summary of the data generated during the experiment. The size of the
datasets omprises all the data generated, i.e., rst and seond phase.
involved 14 users playing the game, in a total of 60 negotiation rounds. The data
gathered inluded inputs from the devies, whih was used to estimate the level
of stress of eah user using the models developed in previous work [16℄. These
models were used to determine how the level of stress relates with the behaviour
of the partiipants in a negotiation.
In order to statistially deal with this data, a numeri sale was used to de-
sribe the onit handling styles. Table 3 depits the onit handling styles
onsidered, the number of times that eah style was evidened by eah par-
tiipant and the ordinal rank attributed in order to be used by data-mining
algorithms. The exat numeri quantity of a partiular value has no signiane
beyond its ability to establish a ranking over a set of data points. Therefore,
rank-ordering was used whih desribes an order but does not establish relative
size or degree of dierene between the items measured. This was a mandatory
step to make the data suitable for statistial and mahine-learning tehniques.
Conit Handling Style Number of times used during the
game
Ordinal rank
Competing 30 1
Collaborating 12 2
Compromising 8 3
Aommodating 10 4
Avoiding 0 5
Table 3. Summary of the onit handling styles, the number of times that eah style
was evidened and the rank-ordering of eah style.
One of the rst onlusions ahieved when analysing the data is that parties
show a ompetitive style of negotiation most of the times, both in stressed and
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alm settings. However, when alm, the use of more ooperative style is slightly
larger. The histograms depited in gure 3 depit this: the green urve refers to
the distribution of the onit handling styles in the alm phase while the red
line refers to the distribution in the stressed phase. However, the dierenes are
not statistially signiant (MannWhitneyTest = 0.33). On average, the style
of a party when stressed is 1.525 (loser to ompeting) and when alm is 1.74
(loser to ollaborating).
Fig. 3. The distribution of the styles used by the parties: the red line represents data
from the stressed phase while the green line represents data from the alm phase. The
X axis represents the ordinal rank of the onit handling styles as dened in Table 3.
In a alm state the users evidene more ooperative styles.
The evaluation of the progress of the onit styles during the negotiation
proess was entred on the average slope of its numeri values. In other words,
the objet of study was the variation of the onit styles used by eah party
within the negotiation game. It was onluded that in a stressful state the parties
tend to vary their onit handling style more (on average 0.71 points between
the beginning and the end of the game) than when they are alm (on average
0.61 points). This is in line with other results that point out to more sudden and
less weighted deisions under stress. Besides that, it was also onluded that the
'manufaturer' role presents a higher average slope (faster hange in the onit
style), being on average 0.83 than the 'retailer' (on average 0.51 points).
Let us now analyse the values of the proposals exhanged by the parties
during the negotiation. It an be onluded that both parties hange more the
values of the proposals (on average 0.19) when under stress than during the alm
phase (on average 0.14). Moreover, the 'manufaturers' present a more dynami
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proposal evolution (hanging 0.19 in average) than the 'retailers' (average slope
is 0.11).
The eulidean distane to the optimum value was also analysed, i.e., it was
studied the deviation given the most desirable negotiation outome (the value
that prevented both parties from entering into bankrupty). Under a stressful
situation both parties were at a distane of, in average, 0.154 euros from the
optimum value while in stress-free situation the distane dereases to 0.071 euros,
in average. Therefore, it an be onluded that in a stressful situation it is
more likely that the parties propose more unooperative values. This an be
explained as a onsequene of ating too quikly or relying too muh on oerion.
When parties are under pressure they an ommit strategi mistakes or give in
unwanted onessions. It may also lead to bad agreements.
Ating too quikly is also a known response to external and internal stressors.
Indeed, onsidering the duration of the rounds, one an state that 90% of the
negotiation rounds had a shorter duration under a stressful environment than
under a stress-free one. However, only in 30% of these ases was the dierent
statistially signiant (at a level of 0.05).
Conerning the evolution of the onit handling style in eah game played, it
is possible to onlude that 80% of the partiipants used a ompetitive onit
style, whih is assertive and unooperative, in the early rounds. During the
game 55% of the players improve their styles (shifting towards more ooperative
solutions), 35% remain on the same style and 10% beome more ompetitive.
It is stated that 'ompetitors' often use power as the primary tool for handling
onit, and work to prove the importane of one side of the argument in order
to win. This an be one explanation. Otherwise, they are usually more onerned
with winning the game than nding the best solution. Taking into onsideration
the pre-onditions of the game, the seond hypothesis is more plausible.
In order to provide a more spei view of the results, one atual ase is
highlighted. It shows the evolution of the values proposed during the negotia-
tion with stress (Figure 4 (a)) and without stress (Figure 4 (b)). The blue line
represents the values proposed by the 'retailer' and the red one by the 'manu-
faturer'. It is possible to see that the 'manufaturer' is more exible (hanges
more often). This is a reurrent behaviour and an be explained by the fat that
the seller (in this ase, the 'manufaturer' role), in a buyer's market, needs to
be more exible and expet more negotiation about ontingenies. Comparing
the lines, in a alm state the 'manufaturer's' average slope is 0.31 and the 're-
tailer's' is 0.056. When under stress, the values rise to 0.5 and 0.1, respetively.
Similar results are also observed in other pairs of players and are in line with
the previously desribed onlusions: stressed partiipants take hastier and less
weighted deisions.
6 Conlusions and Future Work
In a general way, the results ahieved were onsistent for the majority of the
partiipants. They an be summarized as follows:
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the values proposed during the negotiation when under stress (a)
and without stress (b). The red line depits the values proposed by the manufaturer
while the blue line depits the values proposed by the retailer. It is possible the see
that under stress the values proposed vary faster.
 Stressed partiipants take hastier deisions, taking less time to think them
through;
 Stressed partiipants are more prone to hange their behaviour and do it in
more signiant ways (we foused on the values of the proposals exhanged
and on the onit resolution style evidened);
 Under a stressful environment, outomes tend to be farther away from the
optimum result;
 Under stress partiipants tend to be more ompetitive;
These results stress the need for seeking alm and harmonious environments
for onit resolution. As a onsequene, it an be seen one more that ourt-
rooms are not the ideal onit resolution environment as these are highly om-
petitive milieus in whih parties forget eah other's natural ambitions and fous
on the maximization of the own gain. Alternative environments, foused on o-
operative strategies, should be preferred.
Moreover, in order for onit managers to improve their ation, aess to the
ontext information mentioned should be provided. This would allow them to de-
tet, in due time, an esalation on the level of onit and prevent a degradation
on the relationships. This ontext information, that is available in fae-to-fae
settings, must also be onsidered in virtual settings so that onit managers
an inrease the eieny of their deisions by onsidering more omplete infor-
mation.
Despite its apparent advantages, this approah may also enompass risks.
One of the main onerns raised is related with the risk of people trying to
ontrol the system if they know how it works. On the one hand it is known that
people have tried to heat systems as muh as they try to make them heat-
proof (e.g. parties in ourt will also try to manipulate deision-makers leading
them into believing what they want). We argue that in this approah this kind
of behaviours may be hindered. On the one hand, the proess is transparent,
i.e., parties will not be aware of how the proess of ompiling this information
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is implemented. On the other hand, even if parties try to heat the system, it
is diult to fake expressions, gestures or other behavioural features sine they
are more reexes than onsious behaviours.
Given this, we onlude that this approah may enompass several interesting
advantages for mediators, speially for the ones operating in online environ-
ments, allowing them to take more informed deisions. Work will ontinue by
inluding additional soures of information, suh as mouse and keyboard inter-
ation patters. The main aim is to have a multitude of inputs that enable the
onstrution of a seamless environment for the aquisition of ontext informa-
tion, based on several dierent devies, as rih as possible.
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